NSF GK-12 "Building Bridges"
Summer Institute: July 7 – 11

Institute Evaluation I

For each of the activities of the Institute listed below, please rate them by circling the number corresponding to how well they helped to fulfill the mission of the Institute as you understand it. A score of 5 is considered high, and the activity should be offered again next year. A score of 1 indicates that the activity should be replaced.

### Monday
- Introduction and Pre-Test
- Social Activities
- Cohort Selection

### Tuesday
- Dr. Brock Williams (Sample Modules)
- Dr. Jerry Dwyer (Sample Module)
- Dr. David Lamp (Sample Modules I)
- Dr. David Lamp (Sample Modules II)

### Wednesday
- Dr. Dominick Casadonte (Cognitive Development)
- Dr. Richard Gale (Sample Module)
- Presentation on Aging/ Problem Development
- Presentation on Aging/ Problem Development

### Thursday
- Dr. Jennifer Wilhelm (Constructivism. TIMS)
- Dr. Ron Wilhelm (Sample Module)
- Aging / Problem Development
- Beginning Module Development

### Friday
- Pam Summers, LISD (TAKS and Testing in Texas)
- Dr. Mary Baker (Sample Module)
- Report Out on Aging Solutions
- Presentation of Module Ideas and Discussion of Expectations

### Demographic Information
My gender is _________.
- a) Male
- b) Female

I am a _________________.
- a) Fellow
- b) Teacher
- c) Faculty
1) What was the (were the) most helpful parts of the Institute? Why?

2) What were the least helpful parts of the Institute? Why?

3) What were the most successful workshop(s) during the institute? Why?

4) What were the least useful workshops during the institute? Why?

5) Were the expectations and outcomes for the institute clearly stated?

6) Were the workshop handouts useful? Comments?

7) Were the ancillary materials (notebooks, etc.) useful? Comments?

8) Was the room adequate for the Institute? Comments?
9) Were the amenities (food, etc.) adequate? Comments?

10) Would Fellows and Teacher breakout sessions have been useful to you? If so, when should they come during the week?

11) Did the Institute meet your expectations in terms of what you understood would be expected of you and your development in the Bridges GK-12 program? Explain.

12) Are you leaving the Institute with a sense of excitement for the GK-12 experience? If not, how would you describe your overall experience at the Institute and your anticipation for the upcoming year?

12) Will the material that you learned from the institute be of use to you in:
   • Teaching in the K-12 environment? ________________
     If "yes", how?
   • Preparing the modules? ________________
     If "yes", how?
   • Working with the teachers (GK-12 Fellows only)?
     If "yes", how?
   • Working with the Fellows (GK-12 Teachers only)?
     If "yes", how?

13) The amount of time for the Institute was ______too short _____too long _____about right

14) Was the cohort selection process adequate? If not, how would you change it?

15) What would you have done differently if you were in charge of the institute?